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Vibrant color photographs and simple sentences introduce students to a variety of tools. Students

will learn how these basic tools work while improving their reading skills. This series meets both

physical science and reading standards.
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K-Gr 2-Using very simple language and only a few sentences per page, these titles introduce

common tools. Each book shows the parts of the subject (which are easy to identify in close-up

photos) and explains how the item is used and by whom. All the volumes include a list of safety tips

at the end. Color photos show a multicultural cast of boys, girls, and adults using wrenches,

hammers, etc,, most wearing the necessary safety equipment. A page at the back of each title

explains how the tools are simple machines or why they are important. Unfortunately, though this

section is written in simple language and would likely be relevant to school curriculum, the sheer

amount of text might deter early readers. These books have more information than Anne Rockwell's

The Toolbox (Walker, 2004), but will appeal to a slightly younger audience than the "Tools of the

Trade" series (ABDO, 2009).Î±(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary

of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

Robin Nelson's jobs have always kept her surrounded by books--as an elementary teacher, working



at a publishing company, and working in a library. But her favorite job is writing books for kids. She

has written more than 140 nonfiction books for children. She lives with her family in Minneapolis.

--This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

There are all kinds of tools, but some are easier to recognize. For example, most kids can recognize

a hammer or a screwdriver, but some are a little more difficult. What is that tool that "has two flat

bars" that has "small windows" between them? It's called a level. There are uses for all kinds of

tools and "levels make jobs easier." Two boys look carefully at the bubble in the middle to determine

if the board they have placed it on is level or flat. When you use a level they "work across and up

and down." The woman with the hard hat and safety glasses on is using it up and down.When you

take a look at the level's little windows you will notice a small tube. Within the tube there is a bubble

that moves back and forth. If you take a close look at the pictures you can see a level with three

tubes and another with two. If you have a level you can try placing it on a shelf and watch as the

"bubble moves to the center of the tube." Check out the library shelves in this book. In one the

"bubble is centered" and the other it's not. It's easy to see that the first "shelf is straight or even."

Can you think of other ways to use a level?This book is a good way for young children to learn

about the level and how it is used. The photographs are visuals that are very useful tools in

themselves as it is easy to see the purpose of the level and how it is used. The two-page spread

which shows the two library shelves will be particularly helpful. The series, "Tools at Work,"

discusses the hammer, level, saw, screwdriver, wrench, pliers, and their use. I do like the stress on

safety measures as many kids enjoy using and learning about tools. In the back of the book is an

index, a glossary, a "Safety First" section, and one that discusses why we need levels. There are

additional complimentary downloadable resources on the publishers website.Tools at Work (First

Step Nonfiction)What Does a Hammer Do?What Does a Level Do?What Does a Saw Do?What

Does a Screwdriver DoWhat Does a Wrench Do?What Do Pliers Do?This book courtesy of the

publisher.
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